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Seeking Wind Energy, Some Consider the Sea
LAST June in a fjord in southwestern Norway, a 213-foot-tall wind turbine did something large wind turbines normally don’t do: it
headed out to sea. Towed by tugboats, the newly built turbine, with three 139-foot rotor blades and a 2.3-megawatt

generator atop the tower, which itself was bolted to a ballasted steel cylinder extending more than 300 feet below the
waterline, made its way to a spot six miles off the coast. Once in position it was moored with cables to the seafloor,
about 700 feet below.
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INTRODUCTION: Objects are
buoyed up by a force equivalent to the
weight of the fluid displaced. Density of
water is 62.4 lb/ft3 , density of steel =
460 lb/ft3 ., volume of cylinder wall of
known thickness = pi([routside]2 – [rinside]2) x
length. QUESTIONS: (a) Find buoyant
force due to the displaced water by the
330 ft tall 26 ft diameter buoy beneath
the water? (b) Find weight(in lb) down
due to Ballast?,(c) Find weight of 330 ft
tall steel buoy cylinder ?,(d) Find weight(in
lb) of 213 ft tall,19.5 ft diameter steel
turbine tower?,(e)Express the weight of
generator in lbs?,(f) Express the total
weight of the three rotor blades in
pounds?,(g) Express the total force down
due to the three 70 ton cables in
pounds?(h) Add up all the downward
forces from (b) to (g)? This should be six
numbers added.(i) How does the
buoyancy force up compare to the total of
all downward forces found in (h)?
(j) Does the answer in (i) seem reasonable
and within plausible range?
ANSWERS: (a) ~ 10.93 x 10 6 lb.
(b) ~ 7 x 10 6 lb ,(c) ~ 1.66 x 10 6 lb,
(d) ~ 0.8 x 10 6 lb., (e) ~ 0.276 x 10 6 lb., (f)
~ 0.090 x 106 lb., (g) ~ 0.42 x 106 lb,
(h) ~ 10.25 x 106 lb. (i) ____________,
(j) ____________________________.

